
7'̂  Grade AVID EOC Study Guide 
If you can do the following tasks and answer the following questions, you will do a great job on 

your EOC 
1. Learning Styles 

a. Explain the characteristics of an auditory learner. 

b. Explain the characteristics of a visual learner. 

c. Explain the characteristics of a kinesthetic learner. 

2. Calculating GPA 

a. What does GPA stand for? 

b. How would you calculate the GPA of someone with the following grades? 

Lang. Arts A 

Math B 

Science B 

History A 

AVID A 

3D Art C 

P.E. A 

3. Six-Year Plan 

a. How can you plan ahead to take all of the important classes you need? 

b. How many credits do you need each year to go to the next grade level? 

4. Goal Setting 

a. What is the G.P.A. model of goal setting? (We did not use this exclusively this year.) 

5. Public Speaking 

a. Explain the following terms. 

Extemporaneous 

ii. Enunciation 

iii. Pronunciation 

iv. Tone 

V. Pacing 

What are the differences between a formal and an informal speech? 

6. Nonverbal Communication 

a. How can you communicate nonverbally? 

b, Why is this form of communication useful/important? 

7. Writing 

a. How can you use graphic organizers and/or quick-writes to brainstorm for writing? 



b. How do you analyze a prompt to effectively respond in writing? 

c. What is the editing process and what are some marks you might use to edit writing? 

d. How do you use a rubric to evaluate yours and others' work? 

e. How do you develop a thesis for writing? 

f. How do you correctly use pronouns in writing? 

g. How do you properly use capitalization in writing? 

h. What are the differences between summaries and reflections? 

8. Reading 

a. Explain what it means to "Mark the Text". 

b. How does it aid understanding to annotate text? 

9. Inquiry 

a. What are Costa's levels of thinking? 

b. What represents a higher-level thinking question? 

c. How do you recognize the difference between different levels of questions? 

d. What is the tutorial process? 

e. What are the responsibilities of each role in a tutorial (presenter, group member, tutor)? 

f. What skills are required for an effective tutorial session? 

g. How do you accurately complete a TRF? 

10. Collaboration 

a. What rules should be followed when working collaboratively? 

b. What does it take to solve problems collaboratively? 

11. Organization 

a. Why is an assignment iog/planner/calendar helpful? 

b. Explain the steps and process of the Cornell Way of note-taking? 

c. How can you use abbreviations, etc. in note-taking? 

12. College Readiness 

a. What is the value of a college education? 

b. Explain the following vocabulary: 

GPA 

SAT or ACT scores 

Credit hours 

iv. Scholarships 

V. Dual Enrollment 

vi. Early college 

How can you research and compare jobs, salaries, and qualifications? 


